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Important Disclosure Information is contained on the last page of this report.   
The recipient of this report is directed to read these disclosures. 

 

Seek Strong ROICs in Turbulent Markets Part 2 

In sinking markets, strong ROICs are the only life rafts. As we’ve shown, stocks for companies with higher 
ROICs performed the best during and after the financial crisis. 

Nearly all stocks suffer in a bear market, but those with high ROICs tend to suffer less and rise faster in the 
recovery. If you want more confidence in your portfolio, then own companies with high ROICs. 

 

 

Our Robo-Analyst1 recently highlighted these companies with strong ROICs, growing profits, and undervalued 
stock prices: AutoZone (AZO: $914/share), SYSCO Corporation (SYY: $35/share), Best Buy (BBY: $60/share), 
NVR Inc. (NVR: $2,272/share), and Omnicom Group (OMC: $60/share). We featured AutoZone and Best Buy 
last week. We focus on NVR Inc. (NVR) and SYSCO Corporation (SYY) as this week’s Long Ideas.   

Using ROIC to Find Value 

We’ve long argued (and proven empirically) that there is a strong correlation between improving ROIC and 
increasing shareholder value. We’ve also shown, the winners, both during and after a market crash, tend to be 
companies that earn a high ROIC. Figure 1 shows that changes in ROIC explain 67% of the changes in 
enterprise value divided by invested capital (a cleaner version of price-to-book) for the S&P 500. It also highlights 
five stocks trading well below their fair value based on ROIC. 

Figure 1: Five Undervalued S&P 500 Stocks 
 

 
 

Sources: New Constructs, LLC and company filings.   

 

 

 
1 Harvard Business School features the powerful impact of our research automation technology in the case New Constructs: Disrupting 

Fundamental Analysis with Robo-Analysts. 
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These five stocks are not only undervalued relative to the S&P 500, the underlying businesses are strong: 

• All firms have positive and rising core earnings2 and economic earnings 

• All firms have increased their ROIC year-over-year (YoY) in the most recent period 

• All firms have earned positive economic earnings in each of the past 10 years 

• All stocks earn our Very Attractive rating 

Investors looking for long-term-value-creating stocks in this volatile market should start here.  

NVR Inc. (NVR) – Very Attractive rating 

We first made NVR Inc. a Long Idea in April 2017, and reiterated the stock in February 2019. Since our original 
report, the stock is up 6% (S&P 500 +8%), and since our 2019 report, the stock is down 12% (S&P 500 -9%). 
This underperformance is unwarranted given the firm’s improving fundamentals and significantly discounted 
share price. 

Over the past decade, NVR has grown revenue by 10% compounded annually and core earnings by 16% 
compounded annually, per Figure 2. The firm has increased its core earnings margin YoY in seven of the past 10 
years and its TTM core earnings margin of 11% is up from 7% in 2009. NVR has improved its ROIC from 24% in 
2009 to a top-quintile 32% TTM and has generated $2.2 billion (21% of market cap) in cumulative free cash flow 
(FCF) over the past five years. 

Figure 2: NVR’s Revenue & Core Earnings Since 2009 
 

 
 

Sources: New Constructs, LLC and company filings 

Economic Earnings Are Also Improving 

Core earnings account for unusual gains and expenses included in GAAP net income. To get the full picture of a 
company’s operations and hold management accountable for capital allocation, we also analyze balance sheets 
to calculate an accurate ROIC and economic earnings. 

Some notable adjustments to NVR’s balance sheet include:  

• Removed $740 million in excess cash 

• Added $396 million in accumulated asset write-downs 

• Added $87 million in operating leases 

 
2 Our core earnings are a superior measure of profits, as demonstrated in In Core Earnings: New Data & Evidence a paper by professors at 
Harvard Business School (HBS) & MIT Sloan. The paper empirically shows that our data is superior to IBES “Street Earnings”, owned by 
Blackstone (BX) and Thomson Reuters (TRI), and “Income Before Special Items” from Compustat, owned by S&P Global (SPGI). 
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After all adjustments, we find that NVR’s economic earnings grew 16% compounded annually over the past 
decade, per Figure 3. NVR’s economic earnings have grown 12% compounded annually over the past two 
decades.  

Figure 3: NVR’s Economic Earnings & ROIC Since 2009 
 

 
 

Sources: New Constructs, LLC and company filings 

Building on an ROIC Advantage 

As noted in our original report, NVR’s success has not been solely the result of a rising tide (housing market) 
lifting all boats (homebuilders). Instead, our research indicates NVR has improved its ROIC at a faster pace than 
the 15 homebuilders under coverage, per Figure 4. Peers include Beazer Homes (BZH), KB Home (KBH), 
Lennar Corporation (LEN), PulteGroup (PHM), Taylor Morrison Home Corp (TMHC), and more. None of the 
peers under coverage earn a higher ROIC than NVR.  

Figure 4: NVR’s Growing ROIC and Profitability Advantage Over Peers 
 

Return on Invested Capital (ROIC) 

Company / Peer Group 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 

NVR Peer Homebuilders 6% 6% 7% 9% 8% 

NVR Inc. 21% 20% 27% 31% 32% 

ROIC Advantage: NVR vs. Peers  14% 14% 19% 22% 24% 
 

Sources: New Constructs, LLC and company filings 

NVR Has Upside Potential 

At its current price of $2,272/share, NVR has a price-to-economic book value (PEBV) ratio of 0.5. This means 
the market expects NVR’s after-tax profit (NOPAT) to permanently decline by 50%. This expectation seems 
extremely pessimistic and shortsighted. Even at the depths of the 2008/2009 recession, NVR’s NOPAT declined 
YoY in three consecutive years before rebounding and growing 16% compounded annually over the next 
decade. Longer-term, NVR has grown NOPAT by 11% compounded annually over the past two decades.  

If NVR traded at the level implied by the trend line in Figure 1, it would be worth $5,135/share today, 126% 
above its current price. NVR’s current price implies its ROIC will permanently decline to ~19%, a level not seen 
since 2014. 

NVR’s current economic book value, or no-growth value of the stock, is $4,690/share – a 106% upside to the 
current price. When we analyze the cash flow expectations baked into the stock price using our reverse DCF 
model, we find that NVR has significantly more upside potential. 
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Even if NVR’s NOPAT margin falls to 9% (three-year average, compared to 11% in 2019) and it grows NOPAT 
by just 4% compounded annually for the next decade, the stock is worth $6,272/share today – a 176% upside. 
See the math behind this reverse DCF scenario.  

Compensation Plan Properly Incentivizes Executives 

In our original report in 2017, we pointed out NVR’s superior executive compensation plan. NVR added return on 
capital to its executive compensation plan in 2014 and quality corporate governance remains in place today.  

In its latest proxy statement, NVR disclosed that 50% of the vesting of executives’ stock options are subject to 
return on capital performance over a three-year period. NVR’s compensation committee believes return on 
capital is an important metric for the firm due to the “capital intensive nature of the homebuilding industry.” NVR’s 
executive compensation plan lowers the risk of investing in this company because we know executives are 
incentivized to create true shareholder value.  

This compensation plan, along with strong fundamentals, earned NVR a spot in March’s Exec Comp Aligned 
with ROIC Model Portfolio.  

SYSCO Corporation (SYY) – Very Attractive Rating 

We first made SYSCO a Long Idea in December 2017. Since then, the stock is down 43% while the S&P 500 is 
down 7%. However, the firm’s fundamentals have grown stronger over this time. After falling nearly 60% YTD, its 
stock price presents a great buying opportunity.  

Over the past decade, SYY has grown revenue and core earnings by 5% compounded annually per Figure 5. 
The firm has increased its core earnings margin YoY in each of the last four years and its 2019 core earnings 
margin of 3% is up from 2% in 2015. SYY earned a 14% ROIC in 2019, which is above its 10-year average 
(13%) and much improved from 10% in 2015. SYY has also generated $3.5 billion (20% of market cap) in 
cumulative free cash flow over the past five years.  

Figure 5: SYY’s Revenue & Core Earnings Since 2009 
 

 
 

Sources: New Constructs, LLC and company filings 

Economic Earnings Are Growing Even Faster 

We made the following adjustments to SYY’s balance sheet to calculate an accurate ROIC and economic 
earnings: 

• Added $1.6 billion in accumulated other comprehensive loss 

• Added $505 million in operating leases 

• Added $170 million in accumulated asset write-downs 

• Added $140 million in accumulated goodwill amortization 

• Removed $118 million in deferred tax assets 
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After all adjustments, we find that SYY’s economic earnings grew 14% compounded annually over the past five 
years, 5% compounded annually over the past decade, and 10% compounded annually over the past two 
decades.  

Figure 6: SYY’s Economic Earnings & ROIC Since 2014  
 

 

 
 

Sources: New Constructs, LLC and company filings 

Higher ROIC Drives Competitive Advantages 

SYSCO has leveraged its global distribution network and customer relationships to maintain competitive 
advantages over peers. Per Figure 7, SYSCO has improved its ROIC from 10% in 2015 to 14% TTM. The 
market-cap weighted average of the 14 Food Retail & Distribution firms under coverage has fallen from 11% to 
9% over the same time. Peers include US Foods Holding Corp (USFD), United Natural Foods (UNFI), 
SpartanNash Co. (SPTN), and Core-Mark Holding Co. (CORE) and more.  

Figure 7: SYY’s ROIC & Profitability Leads Competition  
 

 

Sources: New Constructs, LLC and company filings 
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Shares Look Significantly Undervalued 

At its current price of $35/share, SYY has a price-to-economic book value (PEBV) ratio of 0.4. This ratio means 
the market expects SYY’s NOPAT to permanently decline by 60%. This expectation seems overly pessimistic 
and an overreaction to the current economic uncertainty given that SYY actually grew NOPAT YoY in 2007, 
2008, and 2009 (the last prolonged economic downturn). Furthermore, SYY has grown NOPAT by 6% 
compounded annually over the past decade and 9% compounded annually over the past two decades.  

If SYY traded at the level implied by the trend line in Figure 1, it would be worth ~$76/share today, 117% above 
its current price. SYY’s current price implies that its ROIC will permanently decline to ~10%, which is well below 
its 14% TTM ROIC. 

SYY’s current economic book value is $88/share – a 151% upside to the current price. Even in a conservative 
growth scenario, SYY has more upside potential.  

If SYY can maintain its 2019 NOPAT margin (3%) and grow NOPAT by just 4% compounded annually for the 
next decade, the stock is worth $114/share today – more than three times higher than its current price. See the 
math behind this reverse DCF scenario.  

Compensation Plan Rewards Executives for Creating Value 

SYY’s executive compensation plan properly incentivizes executives to create shareholder value. In fiscal 2019, 
one-third of SYY’s performance shares were awarded based on the firm’s three-year average adjusted ROIC. 
SYY has included ROIC as a performance metric in its executive compensation plan since 2012. 

This focus on ROIC holds executives accountable for prudent stewardship of capital and aligns executives’ 
interests with shareholders’ interests.  

The Importance of Fundamentals & Quantifying Expectations 

In volatile markets, it pays to incorporate accurate fundamentals into investment decision making. Fundamentals 
need not be 100% of your process, but they should not be 0%. And, if you’re relying on fundamentals at any 
level, it pays to make sure you have accurate fundamentals. Investors should not make decisions based on 
incomplete or less accurate data than what is available. Our Company Valuation Models incorporate all the data 
from financial filings to truly assess whether a firm is under or overvalued and get an accurate representation of 
the risk/reward of a stock. For NVR and SYY, the risk/reward looks good.  

This article originally published on March 18, 2020.  

Disclosure: David Trainer, Kyle Guske II, and Matt Shuler receive no compensation to write about any specific 
stock, sector, style, or theme. 

Follow us on Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn, and StockTwits for real-time alerts on all our research.  

http://blog.newconstructs.com/
https://www.newconstructs.com/education-economic-book-value/
https://www.newconstructs.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/NewConstructs_DCF_SYYvaluation_2020-03-18.png
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https://www.newconstructs.com/evidence-on-the-superiority-of-our-earnings-data/
https://www.newconstructs.com/education/models/
https://www.newconstructs.com/seek-strong-roics-in-turbulent-markets-part-2
https://twitter.com/NewConstructs
https://www.facebook.com/newconstructsllc/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/new-constructs
https://stocktwits.com/dtrainer_NewConstructs
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Footnotes adjustments matter. We are the ONLY source. 

We provide ratings, models, reports & screeners on U.S. 3,000 stocks, 700 ETFs and 7,000 mutual funds. 

HBS & MIT Sloan research reveals that: 

• Markets are inefficiently assessing earnings because no one reads the footnotes. 

• Corporate managers hide gains/losses in footnotes to manage earnings. 

• Our technology brings the material footnotes data to market for the first time ever. 

Combining human expertise with NLP/ML/AI technologies (featured by Harvard Business School), we shine a 
light in the dark corners (e.g. footnotes) of hundreds of thousands of financial filings to unearth critical details.  

The HBS & MIT Sloan paper, Core Earnings: New Data and Evidence, shows how our superior data drives 
uniquely comprehensive and independent debt and equity research. 

This paper compares our analytics on a mega cap company to other major providers. The Appendix details 
exactly how we stack up. 

Learn more. 

Quotes from HBS & MIT Sloan professors on our research: 

Get better research: 

 “…the NC dataset provides a novel opportunity to study the properties of non-operating items disclosed in 10-
Ks, and to examine the extent to which the market impounds their implications.” – page 20 

Pick better stocks: 

“Trading strategies that exploit cross-sectional differences in firms’ transitory earnings produce abnormal returns 
of 7-to-10% per year.” – Abstract 

Avoid losses from using other firms’ data: 

“…many of the income-statement-relevant quantitative disclosures collected by NC do not appear to be easily 
identifiable in Compustat…” – page 14 

Build better models: 

“Core Earnings [calculated using New Constructs’ novel dataset] provides predictive power for various measures 
of one-year-ahead performance…that is incremental to their current-period counterparts.” – page 4 

Exploit market inefficiencies: 

“These results … suggest that the adjustments made by analysts and Compustat to better capture core earnings 
are incomplete. Moreover, the non-core items identified by NC produce a measure of core earnings that is 
incremental to alternative measures of operating performance in predicting an array of future income 
measures.”  – page 26 

Fulfill fiduciary duties: 

“An appropriate measure of accounting performance for purposes of forecasting future performance requires 
detailed analysis of all quantitative performance disclosures detailed in the annual report, including those 
reported only in the footnotes and in the MD&A.” – page 33-34 

 

 

 

 

http://blog.newconstructs.com/
https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3467814
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DISCLOSURES  

New Constructs®, LLC (together with any subsidiaries and/or affiliates, “New Constructs”) is an independent organization with no management 
ties to the companies it covers.  None of the members of New Constructs’ management team or the management team of any New Constructs’ 
affiliate holds a seat on the Board of Directors of any of the companies New Constructs covers.  New Constructs does not perform any 
investment or merchant banking functions and does not operate a trading desk.   
New Constructs’ Stock Ownership Policy prevents any of its employees or managers from engaging in Insider Trading and restricts any trading 
whereby an employee may exploit inside information regarding our stock research.  In addition, employees and managers of the company are 
bound by a code of ethics that restricts them from purchasing or selling a security that they know or should have known was under consideration 
for inclusion in a New Constructs report nor may they purchase or sell a security for the first 15 days after New Constructs issues a report on 
that security. 

 

DISCLAIMERS  

The information and opinions presented in this report are provided to you for information purposes only and are not to be used or considered 
as an offer or solicitation of an offer to buy or sell securities or other financial instruments. New Constructs has not taken any steps to ensure 
that the securities referred to in this report are suitable for any particular investor and nothing in this report constitutes investment, legal, 
accounting or tax advice. This report includes general information that does not take into account your individual circumstance, financial 
situation or needs, nor does it represent a personal recommendation to you. The investments or services contained or referred to in this report 
may not be suitable for you and it is recommended that you consult an independent investment advisor if you are in doubt about any such 
investments or investment services. 
Information and opinions presented in this report have been obtained or derived from sources believed by New Constructs to be reliable, but 
New Constructs makes no representation as to their accuracy, authority, usefulness, reliability, timeliness or completeness. New Constructs 
accepts no liability for loss arising from the use of the information presented in this report, and New Constructs makes no warranty as to results 
that may be obtained from the information presented in this report. Past performance should not be taken as an indication or guarantee of 
future performance, and no representation or warranty, express or implied, is made regarding future performance. Information and opinions 
contained in this report reflect a judgment at its original date of publication by New Constructs and are subject to change without notice. New 
Constructs may have issued, and may in the future issue, other reports that are inconsistent with, and reach different conclusions from, the 
information presented in this report. Those reports reflect the different assumptions, views and analytical methods of the analysts who prepared 
them and New Constructs is under no obligation to insure that such other reports are brought to the attention of any recipient of this report.  
New Constructs’ reports are intended for distribution to its professional and institutional investor customers. Recipients who are not 
professionals or institutional investor customers of New Constructs should seek the advice of their independent financial advisor prior to making 
any investment decision or for any necessary explanation of its contents.   
This report is not directed to, or intended for distribution to or use by, any person or entity who is a citizen or resident of or located in any 
locality, state, country or jurisdiction where such distribution, publication, availability or use would be contrary to law or regulation or which 
would be subject New Constructs to any registration or licensing requirement within such jurisdiction.  
This report may provide the addresses of websites. Except to the extent to which the report refers to New Constructs own website material, 
New Constructs has not reviewed the linked site and takes no responsibility for the content therein. Such address or hyperlink (including 
addresses or hyperlinks to New Constructs own website material) is provided solely for your convenience and the information and content of 
the linked site do not in any way form part of this report.  Accessing such websites or following such hyperlink through this report shall be at 
your own risk.  
All material in this report is the property of, and under copyright, of New Constructs. None of the contents, nor any copy of it, may be altered in 
any way, copied, or distributed or transmitted to any other party without the prior express written consent of New Constructs. All trademarks, 
service marks and logos used in this report are trademarks or service marks or registered trademarks or service marks of New Constructs. 
Copyright New Constructs, LLC 2003 through the present date. All rights reserved. 
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